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This year’s conference at the Texas 
Station Gambling Hall & Hotel in Las 
Vegas, Nev., was more than just another 
opportunity to conduct fraternity 
business. It was a time to reflect on one of 
the main reasons many of  us joined the 
organization in the first place: to become 
leaders in the communities we serve.

Every brother who took part in the 
Western Region Leadership Conference 
was challenged to think about what it 
really means to lead and how each one of 
us could improve on how we serve others.

That is why this issue of  From Western 
Plains is dedicated solely to leadership: 
What we as Sigma men do best.
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LEADERSHIP
ISSUE

Bro. Kaine Nicholas

From Western Plains Asks: What was the most important thing you took 
away from the conference?

Bro. Ian Heisser

“Even though  we have 
come a long way, we still 
must commit to the cause. 
We must want to be the 
best and  strive to be the 
best, out of all existing 
organizations.” 
Bro. Adrian Hunt

“I have only been  in  the 
organization for a year, so 
to see the fruits of the 
labor of others come 
together in  this conference 
really gave me a sense of 
pride in what I do.”
Bro. Tyree Mollique

“We may be small in terms 
o f number s , bu t t he 
o u t p o u r i n g  a n d 
commitment to  Service 
with in our Reg ion  i s 
unparalleled by any other.”
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New Social Action 
programs urge 
brothers to be ‘totally 
engaged’
By Bro. Martin Ricard

Why do we serve humanity?
How do we know we’re making an 

impact?
How do we, as an organization, 

recognize those making a difference?
These are questions often asked 

among brothers, perhaps in casual 
conversation or within our own chapters.

But now the fraternity has a process 
for making sure brothers are fully 
engaged in the communities they serve 
and measuring the progress of  each 
action, international social action director 
Bro. John White said in Las Vegas.

He laid out three programs recently 
unveiled by the fraternity that will help 
brothers in the Western Region, as with 
the entire organization, make a stronger 
impact and usher in a newer era for 
Sigma.

The three programs he mentioned 
were:

•Conversation Among Brothers, the 
new program in partnership with the 
Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention aimed at combating HIV/
AIDS in the black community, especially 
among black men ages 18-25

•Building Strong Fathers, a program 
that will replace Project SATAP and 
continue to work with the March of  
Dimes to prevent premature deaths 
among babies under the charge of  
responsible fatherhood

•A comprehensive awards and 
recognition guide that spells out the 
criteria for each chapter to measure their 
progress through a streamlined process

For the first time, Bro. White said, 
the fraternity has an opportunity to take 
advantage of  a significant federal 
contract through the Conversation 
Among Brothers initiative.

Through the program, he said, 35 
college campuses across the country will 
be selected to host three sessions centered 
on engaging 150 young men in 
discussions in this very crucial issue. 
According to the CDC, black men are 
nine times as likely to die from AIDS 
than their white counterparts. 

“We have to understand that we 
need to be totally engaged as a fraternity 

REGIONAL DIRECTOR’S MESSAGE
Greetings Mighty West,

It is a pleasure to bring greetings from the office 
of the Regional Director.  We are embarking on a 
new mission during the next twelve months leading 
into Phoenix 2010.  The administration is excited to 
put to use the various training modules they have 
learned over the past twelve months.  Our regional 
leaders are now ready to lead this region to new 
heights.

Finalized state meetings are as follows:
So. Cal--April 4, 8am, Univ. of San Diego (Bro. 

Rev. Frank Oliver);
WA/OR--April 17-19, TBA, Pullman, WA (Bro. 

Ian Heisser); 
AR/NM/NV--April 25, 9am, TBA (Dr. Charles Ranson); 
Nor. Cal--May 2, 9am, UC Berkeley (Bro. Cornelius Brown)
State meetings are scheduled to develop our chapters.  If you have not 

been notified about your state meetings, contact your state directly.  
It is my pleasure to announce that we have a great brother running for 

International President: the Honorable Brother Dr. Anthony Asadullah 
Samad, the 18th Regional Director.  He is an author of three books and is 
currently publishing the “Impact” which is sent out via email on a regular 
basis.  If you did not receive the Impact feel free to contact him at 
anthonyasadullah@urbanissuesforum.ccsend.com.  He seeks the region’s 
support in the upcoming international presidential election slated for the 95th 
anniversary Conclave to be held in New Orleans, July 6th – 11th.  Check for 
future announcements on the conclave. 

Speaking of conclave, I am asking that all chapters support both our Miss 
PBS WR Queen and the Sin City Steppers.  In the coming days you will 
receive a letter asking you to contribute to our representative. 

The region is now headed in the positive direction.  The conference was 
profitable by $4,000.  We had 70 registered brothers, 10 representing both 
our international and regional leadership.  The following chapters had the 
largest number of registered brothers and I would like to thank them: 
Lambda Xi @ Arizona State University had 9 brothers in attendance and Phi 
Beta Sigma Chapter who had 15 brothers present. A big thank you goes out 
to them and all of the chapters and members who came out and supported 
the conference.  25 chapters were represented!  This is a great start and I am 
hoping that we can bring this momentum to Arizona in 2010.

Fraternally yours, 

Bro. Raphael Forbes, 30th Western Regional Director
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Financial Snapshot by Bro. Doeba Bropleh, Regional Treasurer                       

I am happy to report that 
we are back in the BLACK! In 
less than a year we have turned a 
($4.1K) deficit into a surplus of  
over $9.8K (a $13.9K 
improvement). We have also 
reduced our region’s liabilities 
from $8.1K to $1.9K (a $6.2K 
improvement). 

This transformation is due 
to several factors: 

Contact me at brops@aol.com for a chapter update

SEE PAGE 4 SEE PAGE 7
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From Western Plains recently caught up 
with Los Angeles’ Bro. Anthony Samad to 
interview him about his bid for fraternity 
president at the upcoming Conclave in New 
Orleans.

From Western Plains: What 
prompted you to run for fraternity 
president?

Anthony Samad: My desire to heighten 
the profile of  the fraternity, and utilize my 
heightened profile to connect Phi Beta 
Sigma Fraternity to programming 
resources that will make a great IMPACT 
on our communities nationwide. 

FWP: Explain your platform.
AS: My platform examines the state 

of  our fraternity and seeks to address 
primary problem areas; Slow (no) growth, 
poor communication with the members, 
lack of  transparency that keeps brothers 
uncoordinated and uninformed, poor 
planning leading to lack of  strategic 
engagement, the absence of  a national 
presence that would engage high profile 
Sigmas and caused over 50,000 brothers 
that remain inactive while waiting for 
Sigma to play in larger, more public 
arenas. My 25 year strategic planning 
experience will help Sigma plan better, 
implement coordinated programming, 
aggregate our outcomes and measure our 
national impact. My national profile as 
an author, columnist and commentator 

allows me to connect Sigma in greater 
circles of  influence, as well as 
demonstrate my use of  technologies to 
communicate to the brotherhood--
showing that brothers can hear from their 
International President frequently and in 
real time. My experience as an effective 
non-profit fundraiser will allow me to 
connect Sigma to corporations and 
foundation that seek out strategic 
partnerships and funding opportunities 
for effective programming. My 
experience as an author would allow me 
to coordinate the resources to produce 
our long awaited update on Sigma's 
history book. 

FWP: If  elected, what would be 
the first goal of  action on your 
agenda? 

AS: My first action would be to 
design a direct communication outlet to 
the brothers so that they stay inform, 
then implement a strategic approach to 
aggregating our programming efforts so 
that Sigma measure its impact results. 
This would serve as a baseline for setting 
chapter, region and national goals and 
objectives. Then I will make sure our 
national communication vehicles (Crescent, 
Impact) regularly promote what brothers 
are doing.

FWP: What is your message to 
the brothers of  the Western Region?

AS: The Western Region has been at 
the forefront of  the fraternity, at various 
times, over the past 30 years, as the rest of 
the fraternity has looked to us for 
visionary leadership. Yet, in the 95 years 
history of  the fraternity have never had 
an International President from this 
region. It's not because we're small, nor 
because we don't have the ideas. We have 
to have to passion to make it happen. I'm 
asking the brothers of  the Western 
Region to regain its passion for progress, 
ingenuity and effectiveness. We do this 
and we WILL be successful in electing 
our first President. 

In Brief
Bro. Whitmore saluted as 

outstanding L.A. employee
The Los Angeles Assoc. of  Black 

Personnel recognized Bro. Jeffery 
Whitmore at its Feb. 18 Trailblazers 
Reception for his work in paving the way 
for African Americans in city 
government.

Bro. Whitmore was among several 
award recipients honored at the reception 
held at Los Angeles City Hall, which was 
attended by community leaders, city staff  
and council members, including Los 
Angeles Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa.

Whitmore is the city’s first black 
revenue manager, where in his role he has 
overseen the operation of  the Revenue 
Management Division and supervised up 
to 225 employees. The division works 
with numerous city departments to 
maximize revenue collections through the 
implementation and use of  industry “best 
practices.”

Bro. Miller ordained bishop 
overseas

While on one of  his yearly mission 
trips to West Africa, Bro. Ernest Miller 
was ordained first churches bishop for the 
Acts of  Apostles International Churches, 
a group of  42 congregations across 
Africa, London and the U.S., at its annual 
convocation.

Bro. Miller has been involved in the 
celebration since 2005. As part of  his 
mission work, he has helped build a 10-
room school house in Ikorodu, a rural 
area about 18 miles from Lagos, Nigeria. 
The free school now houses more than 
200 children from  pre-school to fifth 
grade. The school’s 12 teachers are paid 
monthly through funds sent by Bro. 
Miller and others.

Congratulations to San Diego 
Neos

The Western Region welcomes the 
following brothers into the fraternity: 
Landon Clark, Yousef  Abraham, Jamar 
Richardson, Andre’ Sumpter and Ben 
Falealili (Lambda Iota); Tommy E. 
Mitchell, Jr. and G. Vincent Willis 
(Lambda Iota Sigma).

FROM WESTERN PLAINS FALL  2008

Q&
A

GOMAB
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• Leadership from our regional 
director, Bro. Raphael Forbes & 
dedication from our Executive Board

• Debt repayment flexibility from 
Iota Alpha Sigma Chapter (Greater 
Bay Area)

• Regional fundraising project – 
“Bowling for Dollars”

• Profitable 2009 Leadership 
Conference

• Generous donations from 20 
Sigma brothers and 2 chapters

REGIONAL FUNDRAISER - 
“BOWLING FOR DOLLARS”:

The Honorable Bro. Phil Hubbard, 
member: Distinguished Service Society 
and past Regional Director chairs the 
regional fundraising committee which 
designed and launched the “Bowling for 
Dollars” fundraising event in October 
2008. Three chapters participated in this 
event and raised $1.1K for the region. 

Alpha Alpha Epsilon 
Sigma (Inland Empire, 
CA)

$800

Epsilon Delta Sigma 
(Fresno, CA)

$156

Pi Zeta (Las Vegas, CA) $130

Total $1,086

We all should express our gratitude 
to Hon. Bro. Hubbard for spearheading 
the event, members of  his committee, as 
well as to the brothers of  AAES, EDS, 
and PZ.

2009 LEADERSHIP 
CONFERENCE – LAS VEGAS, NV:

After two consecutive region-wide 
conferences that did not go well, it gives 
me pleasure to report that we will report 
a net intake of  close to $4K for the 2009 
Leadership Conference.

Our change in fortune can be 
attributed to:

•Rigorous, conservative budgeting
•Effective event planning & 

organization by our regional director, 
Bro. Raphael Forbes

•All 70 Sigma Men who registered 
and attended the conference

•The brothers of   Epsilon Psi Sigma 
(Las Vegas, NV) and Pi Zeta (Univ. NV 
Las Vegas)—especially Bro. Reuben 
D’Silva & NV state director Bro. Adrian 
Hunt—for ensuring community 
participation in our “Blue Revue” event. 

REGIONAL DONATIONS 
(MEMBERS):

During the 2008 strategic planning 
& executive board retreat in Long Beach, 
CA, the Director of  Collegiate Affairs 
and president of  Phi Beta Sigma 
Chapter, Bro. Gerald Reneau, came up 
with a “direct appeal” idea that we 
implemented.  

Thus far, 20 men of  Sigma have 
answered the call by donating up to 
$2.1K. The HONOR ROLL lists the 
brothers that have helped the region’s 
cause speed on its way. 

Special gratitude should be paid to 
Hon. Bro. Dr. Ernest Miller (Immediate 
Past Regional Director) for his generous 
gift of  $1,212.00 to the region (forgiven 
debt).

REGIONAL DONATIONS 
(CHAPTERS):

Epsilon Epsilon Sigma (Seattle, 
WA: $125) & Alpha Upsilon (Cal State 
Dominguez Hills: $65.30) are the only 
chapters out of  49 active chapters in the 
Western Region that have sent in the 
regionally-set “event donation”.

The region owes a sincere THANK 
YOU to the brothers of  these two 
forward-thinking, pro-active chapters. 

The “event donation” provision has 
been on our books for many years so I 
encourage other chapters-of-leaders to 
step up and send in their donations to the 
region. 

WESTERN REGION HONOR 
ROLL of  DONORS (as of  3/30/09)

Name Amount

Bro. Raphael Forbes $100

Bro. Bill Riley $100

Bro. Thomas Broome $100

Bro. Doeba Bropleh $100

Bro. Ian Heisser $96.80

Bro. Reuben D’Silva $50

Bro. John Jackson $48.25

Bro. Timothy D. Harris $30

Bro. Alvin Blackshear $30

Bro. Gary Hogans $25

Bro. Cedrick Soso $20

Bro. Keith Copeland $20

Bro. Adrian Hunt $20

Bro. Ernest Miller $20

Bro. Frank Oliver $20

Bro. Kaine Nicholas $20

Bro. Gerald Reneau $20

Bro. Curtis Jacobson $20

Bro. Manzell Baskerville $19.12

Bro. Charles A. Bryant III $19.14

Subtotal $878.31

Forgiven Debt ((by 
Bro. Ernest Miller)

$1,212

Total $2,090.31

FROM PAGE 2

Will you be there? CONCLAVE 2009
July 6-9

New Orleans
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By Bro. Martin Ricard
Responding to the need for more 

age-appropriate and culturally relevant 
material in school libraries, the brothers 
of  the Iota Alpha Sigma chapter donated 
41 books this month to Emery Secondary 
School.

A group of  brothers from the 
Greater Bay Area chapter presented the 
books, along with a shelf, to the school in 
a ceremony on Feb. 11 as part of  its 
Social Action program Project Educate. 
The books, worth about $300, will be 
placed in the school’s resource library, 
showing the importance of  reading and 
leaving a piece of  the fraternity in each 
book the students read.

“Phi Beta Sigma will be 
memorialized in each book as we are 
appropriately dedicating the books in 
honor of  Bro. Alain Leroy Locke, the first 
African American Rhodes scholar,” said 
chapter president Bro. Ira Young.

The school staff  and students who 
were present to receive the book 
collection said they were grateful for the 
donation, especially because Emery’s 
school library—like so many other school 
libraries—has been drastically 
underfunded because of  state budget 
cuts.

“Library services have been cut long 
before the economic crisis,” said 
Anakarita Allen, deputy superintendent 

in charge of  educational services for 
Emery Unified School District and wife 
of  Bro. Craig Snellings, a member of  the 
chapter. “So anytime anyone can donate 
books to us, we’re more than happy to 
have them, especially since a lot of  books 
are outdated.”

The collection of  books included 
The Bond, the follow-up story to The Pact 
about the well-known Three Doctors and 
their relationships with their fathers, 
President Barack Obama’s Dreams of  My 
Father and a number of  titles from the 
Blueford Series, popular among many 
young adults.

All of  the books, Bro. Young said, 
were meant to reflect the demographics 
of  the school population, which is about 
70 percent African American.

Dashaun Reynolds, 15, a junior at 
Emery, said he was especially excited to 
check out the books from the Blueford 
Series. He had already read Fallen, a 
novel about a teenager who struggles to 
rebuild his life after the death of  his little 
brother. Next on his list, he said, will now 
be Shattered, a story about a girl who 
discovers her friends have been secretly 
telling lies on her.

After the book presentation, 
Reynolds told a brother: “It’s good that 
you guys came out here.”

Collegiate Corner
Bro. Kyle Davis-
Hammerquist

Age: 23
Chapter: 
Beta Tau
Campus:
Stanford Univ.
Hometown: 
Berkeley, Calif.
Major: 
Psychology

Accomplishments
• Beta Tau chapter president
• Track & Field team captain
• President of  Stanford Gospel 

Ensemble
• Delta Gent 2007

Since Bro. Hammerquist was 
initiated in 2005, he has played an 
integral role in Beta Tau’s success on the 
Stanford campus.  

When asked what motivated him to 
join the organization, Kyle said: “I was 
following in the footsteps of  a man--a 
Sigma man--that I respect greatly. I knew 
that anything that was good enough for 
him to be a part of  was good enough for 
me to be a part of  too. I've loved it ever 
since.”

Being a student and a Sigma is a full 
time job on any campus. Kyle must climb 
the slippery slope of  advancing 
academically at Stanford, one of  the most 
prestigious universities in the United 
States, as well as performing all his other 
extra-curricular activities. But he does it 
all with grace and tenacity.

Under Kyle’s leadership, the chapter 
has shown historically black Greek-
lettered organizations are in fact a part of 
the campus community. Beta Tau has put 
to the side the notion of  “elite blacks” 
and looked toward truly making 
themselves a part of  the larger campus 
community. Beta Tau brothers try to 
engage non-Greeks as individuals as 
opposed to engaging them just as 
Sigma’s. “It’s a hard thing to get the 
general population to see you as a 
member of  an organization versus an 
extension of  it,” Kyle said. “While we see 
ourselves as being completely dedicated 
to Sigma, being able to show our 
individuality and humility has brought a 
new flavor and spice to this campus.”

--Bro. Ira Young

FROM WESTERN PLAINS SPRING 2009

Iota Alpha Sigma book donation encourages reading

Bro. Graig Brooks
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WESTERN REGIONAL BOARD

Bro. Martin Ricard has graciously accepted the 
appointment to Financial Secretary.  He currently resides in the 
City of  Hayward were all regional funds are to be mailed to.  
Brother Ricard is currently active in Alpha Nu Sigma Chapter - 
Oakland, California and he is also currently our Regional Editor-
n-Chief.  Please address all correspondence to Brother Martin 
Ricard to this address: Financial Secretary, Phi Beta Sigma 
Fraternity, Inc., PO Box 56565; Hayward, CA 94545. Or e-mail 
him at: FinancialSecretary@pbs1914-west.org 

2009 Chapter Taxes are due and are now late.  You must be 
financial with both the International Headquarters and the 
Regional Office in order to be considered financially active for 
2009.

Items mailed to the regional financial secretary (all funds are 
to be submitted as either money order or certified check only) 
include:

Chapter Tax & Fees, Conference Registrations, Conference 
Contributions, Regional Contributions, Website Transfers

Regional Board Announcement
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to address this crisis,” White said. “Our response is with 
Conversation Among Brothers.”

Chapters in the Western Region, where the concentration of  
African Africans is less populous, don’t have to only engage black 
men to meet that quota, White added. Partnerships with churches 
and other greek organizations are recommended as well.

Bro. White also introduced the Building Strong Fathers 
initiative and the new guidelines for reporting awards.

For years, Project SATAP has been the fraternity’s seminal 
program with March of  Dimes. But the program’s acronym has 
caused some confusion among people, White said, so much so 
that participation has dropped. Building Strong Fathers will be 
used to continue to spread awareness about teenage pregnancy, 
but the conversation will be enveloped into the larger discussion 
about premature births and fatherhood.

In that same light, the new guidelines for reporting awards 
and recognition were developed to make the organization more 
efficient.

With the new guidelines, adopted at the Conclave in 
Charlotte, chapters will for the first time be able to have 
something that shows their progress in a comprehensive way.

This progress will be measured in three ways, White 
explained: with annual reports, how those annual reports look and 
whether they correspond with the standards the fraternity expects 
from each chapter. For more information about these new social 
action initiatives, check out pbs1914.org.

FROM PAGE 2

PRESIDENTIAL

Bro. James Zolliecoffer

International President Paul L. Griffin pauses for a 
moment at the conference to pose with some of the 
brothers in the Western Region.

BLUE PHI
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Congratulations to Pi Zeta Chapter:
Blue Revue 2009 Step Show Champions

UNLV Student Crowned Miss WR 

Phi Beta Sigma
Carrie Sullivan, 20, won the Miss Western Region Phi 

Beta Sigma pageant at the Leadership Conference and will 
now represent the region at Conclave. A Las Vegas native, 
Sullivan is majoring in journalism and media studies with a 
minor in theater arts. She is a member of  Sigma Theta Psi 
Sorority Inc., a multicultural greek organization on the 
UNLV campus.

CALENDAR:
APRIL
State meetings to be held for 
Washington/Oregon and Arizona/
New Mexico/Nevada. Check with 
state director for details.

MAY
State meeting to be held for 
Northern California. Check with 
state director for details.

NEWS SUBMISSIONS

Please send all submissions to:
Bro. Martin Ricard
mkricard@gmail.com

or

Bro. Tracy Morris
pbswestdirectorofpublicity@gmail.com
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